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GNS offers Omni cloud server hosting in our N+1

data centre. We also offer Hosted Exchange and

various email solutions that integrate perfectly

with your Hosted ERP Cloud Server.

Omni Accounts is set up and deployed on cloud infrastructure within the our N+1

accredited Datacentre. It is provided to users as software accessible on a PC or

Mac through Microsoft Remote Desktop. Our team manages server uptime, backup

power, optimal server environment, server maintenance, virus protection, backups,

and disaster recovery. You can seamlessly connect and conduct transactions

without the need to concern yourself with technical intricacies.
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- Enterprise Level Hardware - 8 Processor; 12Gig memory; 250Gig SSD Storage.

- N+1 Data Centre – 99.997% uptime as defined by the TIA-942 Standards.

- Daily Backup going back 14 instances.

- MS SVR Licensing + MS RDP Cals/users.

- GNS Helpdesk Client Login Portal + After hours Standby 24/7.

- Storegrid Offsite Backup SLA - 100gigs. 

- Dual Fibre Backbone Fail-Over + Fixed IP address.

- Managed Firewall.

PRICING FOR 60 + USERS - DUAL SERVER CONFIGURATION - SPECIALIZED CONSULTANCY REQUIRED.

Global Network Systems
Your cloud business partner

3-15 USER CLOUD SERVER

MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION FEE  

R358

PER UER

PM

16-30 USER CLOUD SERVER

MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION FEE 

R338

PER USER

PM

Additional 100GB Storage @ R115pm

OPTION 1: PRIVATE SERVER

OPTION 2: PRIVATE SERVER

31-60 USER CLOUD SERVER

MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION FEE 

R297

PER USER

PM

OPTION 3: PRIVATE SERVER

SentinelOne EDR Servers Antivirus @ R125pm
RECOMMENDED OPTIONS:

Additional 100GB Storage @ R115pm

SentinelOne EDR Servers Antivirus @ R125pm
RECOMMENDED OPTIONS:

Additional 100GB Storage @ R115pm

SentinelOne EDR Servers Antivirus @ R125pm
RECOMMENDED OPTIONS:

*Does not include Microsoft Office 365*

*Does not include Microsoft Office 365*

*Does not include Microsoft Office 365*
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GNS Specialise in: 

Managed IT Solutions

Project Management

Cyber Security

Internet Service Provider 

Email Solution Provider 

Cloud Backup Services 

Cloud Server Hosting 

Network Cabling

IT Hardware Sales

Global Network Systems
Your cloud business partner

Build Standards, Certifications & Compliance
To ensure reliability, we validate our electrical design using the IEEE Availability Study, which identifies potential failure points and

builds resilience into our system. As a result, GNS proudly offers a 99.999% uptime SLA, setting a benchmark for continuous power

systems' reliability.

Compliance and Security
At GNS, we prioritize the security and compliance of our facilities. We choose to align our standards with recognized non-commercial

industry bodies rather than commercial profit-driven organizations. Our facilities undergo rigorous technical vetting by our esteemed

clients to ensure they meet design and operating standards.

Our commitment to compliance extends to various industry standards, including:

PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards): We adhere to the physical security requirements of PCI DSS.

ISO 9001:2015 (Quality Management Systems): We maintain certified quality management systems to consistently meet

customer needs.

ISO/IEC 27001:2013 (Information Security Management): We implement internationally recognized best practices for

information security management.

ISAE 3402 Type 2 Attestation: Our facilities meet the trust principles of security and availability, as assessed by independent

auditors.
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Partnering with Global Network Systems.

When you choose GNS, you're not just selecting a cloud hosting partner; you're

choosing a trusted ally dedicated to meeting your stringent requirements. Our

commitment to excellence, 25 years experience, reliability, and security makes

us the ideal choice for hosting your critical data and applications.

As the world relies more on data and connectivity, it's vital that your data

centre infrastructure partner can meet rigorous compliance and security

standards. GNS, Africa's interconnection and vendor-neutral data centre, has

developed a comprehensive compliance program to cater to even the most

stringent client requirements.

“Join 100’s of local and international
organizations who have entrusted their data

and critical applications to our N+1
compliant colocation facilities. At Global
Network Systems, we are your partner in

navigating the digital landscape, ensuring
your data remains secure and accessible.”

http://www.gns.co.za/
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Security: Perhaps the weakest link in the initial days of

cloud adoption is security. Global Network Systems offers

enterprise level security and data integrity. Why? Because

we take on the risk, and therefore make huge investments

in our resources and technology, along with a skilled team

of IT experts.

The 7 benefits of working in the cloud.

Cost Savings: A Cloud Hosted solution provides you

with scalable computing power, while minimizing your

IT hardware & infrastructure requirements and physical

data storage, providing you with significant savings.

Global Network Systems
Your cloud business partner

Connectivity & Accessibility: Global Network Systems

Per-User Model keep users connected no matter where

they work with anytime, anywhere internet access. Users

may access files securely anytime, anywhere, using any

device that has a stable internet connection. That means

no more risk of files being stored or lost on local

computers or external hard drives.

http://www.gns.co.za/
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Reduced Risk of Data Loss: Global Network Systems Per-

User Model cloud product offers premium security for users

by including daily backups with every subscription –

ensuring protection against hackers, viruses, ransomware,

and other cybersecurity problems. Let’s repeat that again,

premium protection of your data!

Quality Function Deployment: Global Network Systems

Per-User Model cloud solution can be deployed within hours

rather than the weeks, months, or years it could take to

strategically plan, buy, build and implement your internal

server and IT infrastructure.

Increased Collaboration: Cloud computing enables employees

situated in various locations to collaborate easily. By providing

simultaneous syncing, working, sharing documents and records

in real time, the Global Network Systems Per-User Model helps

increase the collaboration and efficiency of employees. Many

businesses prefer to run their accounting packages in the Global

Network Systems Per-User Model cloud, providing a seamless

experience for all users accessing the software.

http://www.gns.co.za/


GNS offers cloud server hosting in our N+1 rated data centre. In addition

we offer Hosted Exchange and various email solutions that integrate

perfectly with your Hosted Cloud Server and 3rd party applications.
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Improved Efficiency: After migrating to the cloud, you

no longer need to worry about processing power

requirements, storage considerations, expensive

computer hardware, or software updates. You get to

keep your entire company focused on generating

revenue and relationships, not on IT infrastructure. 

Global Network Systems does all the heavy lifting for

your business IT infrastructure with our pre-packaged

and scalable Per-User cloud solution.

Performs like any Software as a Service cloud application.

Many of our Omni clients enjoy the peace of mind that comes when

hosting their ERP on our GNS Omni Cloud hosted solution.

Quick Deployment.

Reliable Backups.

Guaranteed accessibility & security.

"Why would you go for the GNS Per User Model?"

http://www.gns.co.za/
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"What does our "Cloud Per User Package"
solve for you and your business?"

Access your applications from

anywhere in the world.

Accessible and secure location

for your data and applications.

Simplified and scalable for your

business strategy and growth

projection planning.

When the cost of hardware and

licensing becomes too expensive to

manage.

You want to work on Omni from

home as well as the office.

No need to worry about backing up

your work, we have you covered.

UP TIME99.997%
Client satisfaction all over the world
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Our Clients 

We provide the best service for our clients in various provinces and

countries with a high level of professionalism.
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